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Abstract—Network traffic generators are widely used in net-
working research and they are validated by a very broad range of
metrics (mainly traffic characteristics). In this paper we overview
the state of the art of these metrics and unveil that there is no
consensus in the research community how to validate these traffic
generators and which metric to choose for validation purpose.
This situation makes it extremely difficult to evaluate validation
results and compare different traffic generators. We advocate the
research for finding a common set of metrics for the validation
and comparative evaluation of traffic generators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network traffic generators are vital in the design, develop-
ment and management of our networks. Its importance became
even more pronounced as the complexity of our networks is
increased resulting in the use of simulation methodologies (e.g.
ns2 or ns3) less accurate. On the other hand, the network data
is the property of the operator and it results in a number of
privacy issues limiting the use of the replay of measured traces.
As a result a huge number of traffic generators have been
developed in the last decades based on different methodologies
and they were always adapted to the current need of network
environments, application sets and purpose of use. See Table I
and its reference list for an overview. The main function of
these traffic generators is that these tools can inject packets
into the network in a controlled fashion generating a synthetic
traffic. The crucial requirement is that the characteristics of
the synthetic traffic must capture the characteristics of actual
traffic in the network. In spite of the fact that there is a
long history of traffic generators and a large number of traffic
generators have been proposed so far it seems that there is no
consensus in the research community how to validate these
traffic generators and which metric is used to evaluate the
accuracy of the generator under investigation.

In this paper we address the issue of finding appropriate
and common metric for the validation of traffic generators.
We overview the most recent metrics researchers use for their
traffic generators and categorize them. The main motivation
of the paper is to unveil the current situation and show that
there is no common metric being used in the state of the
art of traffic generators literature and it makes the evaluation
of the validation results and also the comparison of different
traffic generators very difficult if not impossible. Therefore
the motivation of finding a common set of metrics for this
purpose is a key factor for categorize the recent and future
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traffic generators from the most important point of view: how
accurately they can generate traffic which is reliable and can
be used for the design, development and management of our
networks and devices. We are raising an alert here, while the
solution to the problem is not easy and deserves a deep study
as a future work.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present
the state of the art traffic generation tools along with the
validation techniques used in their introduction. Then, in
Section III a categorization is given for the most frequent
validation metrics. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper
with a discussion on a possible set of metrics that could be the
basis for establishing an agreed set of metrics by the research
community for the future as the common validation measure
for newly developed traffic generation tools.

II. TRAFFIC GENERATORS AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES

We have investigated sufficient amount of traffic generators
found in the recent literature and classified them into five cate-
gories according to the metrics used in validation perspective.
Table I contains a brief overview about the presented traffic
generators.

A. Replay Engines

Replay engines take previously captured traffic to send the
packets out on the network interface the same timing that
it was recorded. Given their purpose the only question that
rises during their operation is whether the packets follow each
other the same way as they were captured. This phenomenon
could appear in both Inter Packet Timing (IPT) skewness
(usually due to inaccurate software interrupts) and throughput
saturation (due to bandwidth limitation).

The most common open-source replay application is TCPre-
play [1] which can use libpcap files as input. It is also capable
to rewrite Layer 2, 3 and 4 header information for various
testing purposes. Since TCPreplay is a general, user-level
software working on any UNIX platform it’s performance may
highly dependent on the installed environment. In [2] authors
present TCPivo an open-source, high-speed packet replay
engine on commodity hardware. This paper shows example
of the IPT errors using different execution approaches.

As a solution for bandwidth limitation Ye at al. [3] presents
a technique to replay a captured OC-48 trace on multiple
commodity PCs with Gigabit Ethernet interface. The authors
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TABLE I: Validation Techniques for Traffic Generators

Generator Category Traffic Generator Description Validation Techniques

Replay Engines
TCPreplay [1] User-level application for replaying libpcap files No validation since TCPreplay is a user-level soft-

ware
TCPivo [2] High-speed kernel-level replay engine Inter Packet Timing error

Divide and Conquer [3] Replay technique for OC-48 traces using multiple
Gigabit Ethernet PCs Wavelet scaling analysis and IPT error

Maximum
Throughput
Generators

Iperf [4] User-level application for bandwidth, packet loss
ratio and jitter testing No validation since Iperf is a user-level software

BRUTE [5] Kernel-level packet generator Throughput deviation compared to tuned values
BRUNO [6] Hardware implemented packet generator Throughput deviation and IPT error
KUTE [7] Kernel-level packet generator Throughput and IPT accuracy

Ostinato [8] User-level packet generator with friendly GUI No validation since Ostinato is a user-level soft-
ware

Model Based
Generators

TG [9] Packet-level generator supporting various distribu-
tions for IPT and PS values

IPT and PS values compared to tuned parameters
presented in [10]

MGEN [11] Packet-level generator supporting various distribu-
tions for IPT and PS values

IPT and PS values compared to tuned parameters
presented in [10]

High-Level and
Auto-Configurable
Generators

HARPOON [12] Flow-based traffic generator that can mimic net-
flow based measurements

Comparison of original and synthetic traffic by
throughput, byte, packet and flow volumes, PS
distribution and wavelet scaling

SWING [13]

Closed-loop, network responsive traffic generator
which is able to extracts distributions for user,
application, and network behavior of real measure-
ments

Comparison of original and synthetic traffic by
quantitative statistics values, wavelet scaling of
different applications and distribution of various
QoS metrics

TMIX [14] Traffic emulator for ns-2 based on source-level
characterization of TCP connections

Comparison of original and synthetic traffic by
throughput, flow size, RTT and application data
unit distributions and wavelet scaling.

LiTGen [15] Open-loop, packet-level traffic generator based on
realistic IP traffic modeling

Comparison of original and synthetic traffic by
QoS parameters based on queuing models and
wavelet scaling

D-ITG [16]
Extensive workload generation framework that
can produce traffic for wide range of network
scenarios

Comparison of original and synthetic traffic by
throughput and distributions of IPT and PS values

Special Scenario
Generators

EAR [17] Traffic replay technique for mimic IEEE 802.11
protocol behavior

Unique metric for measuring wireless traffic replay
called Event Reproduction Ratio

ParaSynTG [18] Web traffic generator Web specific metrics such as document size and
popularity distributions

YouTube Workload
Generator [19]

Workload generation methods for mimic YouTube
video traffic

Online video specific metrics like video length, size
and rating distributions or cache performance

Graph-Based Traffic
Generator [20]

Flow trace generator based on Traffic Dispersion
Graphs templates

Graph related metrics such as distribution of de-
grees or connected edges and verticals

validate their methodology by presenting wavelet based anal-
ysis [21] of the original and the replayed trace. Even though
explanation for visual differences in various time scales are
given in the paper, there is no qualitative metric presented to
evaluate how close the corresponding curves are.

B. Maximum Throughput Generators

Maximum throughput generators are usually used to test
end-to-end network performances. Although the application
of these tools differs from the previous category, validation
techniques also use throughput and IPT values.

Iperf [4] is widely used in network engineering for testing
bandwidth, delay jitter and loss ratio characteristics since it’s
available on various platforms. Like TCPreplay, given it’s
generality the tool’s accuracy may vary in different conditions.

BRUTE [5] is a packet-level traffic generator working in
Linux kernel-level thus it guarantees more controllable behav-

ior. The authors evaluate their tool by presenting throughput
measurements in various circumstances.

BRUNO [6] is an extension of the same methodology to
a specific hardware platform (Intel IXP2400). This solution
is evaluated in the paper by showing that this implementation
provides more precise values in both throughput and IPT level.

KUTE [7] is another Linux kernel-level packet generator
tool. The tool can be set up for any given packet sanding rate
then it calculates the corresponding IPT value and it sends out
packet to the network interface using active sleep between con-
secutive packets. In KUTE’s performance evaluation authors
show that both packet rate and IPT properties approximates
the expected value better the other traffic generator tools.

Ostinato [8] is a very recent user-level traffic generator tool
available for many platforms. Users can define various traffic
streams via a friendly GUI and easily transmit them to the
network interface. However, we did not find any reference in
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the scientific literature that would validate its performance.

C. Model Based Generators

Model based traffic generators use different stochastic mod-
els for creating packet-level traces. This procedure raises
the question whether the generated traffic follows the same
statistics being set up by the stochastic model. This issue
was addressed in [10] where authors showed that the output
statistics of model based traffic generators (like [9] and [11])
do not follow what analytical result would implicate. Thus
these generators should be tested for various statistics that the
stochastic model would implicate (including IPT, packet size
distribution and correlation).

D. High-Level and Auto-configurable Generators

These kind of traffic generators are based on higher-level
model of network traffic and they are also able to automati-
cally configure their parameters based on live measurements
therefore creating an output which is statistically similar to
the original traffic. From our point of view, papers promoting
these generators are the most relevant examples as they all
contain comparison of real and synthetic traffic traces using
wide range of metrics.

HARPOON [12] is a traffic generator which is able to
produce synthetic traffic based on various flow characteristics.
Moreover, the tool can analyze real measurements to extract
such values thus it can create artificial traffic with characteris-
tics that are close to the original live measurement. For valida-
tion of their tool authors use metrics of byte throughput, inter-
connection time distribution, file size distribution, IP frequency
distribution, and byte, packet and flow volume distributions.
Although the presented figures show close match qualitatively,
there is no quantitative comparison of the used metrics. In
the limitation section authors state that other metrics such
as scaling characteristics, queue length distribution for the
first-hop router, packet loss process or flow durations may
not match with the original due to architecture of the traffic
generator.

SWING [13] is another high-level traffic generator which is
able to generate traffic based on characteristics of a real trace.
Validating the aggregate traffic characteristics the authors use
quantitative comparison of average, median and inter-quartile
range values of base statistical attributes. For comparing the
generator’s application and user model the paper presents
the distributions of two-way link delay for hosts, loss rates
for feeding links and upstream/downstream capacities. De-
termining whether the generated trace catches the burstiness
characteristics of the original trace the author present wavelet-
based scaling analysis [21]. Although the curves in the energy
plots are fairly close to each other there is no quantitative
comparison between them, the authors satisfied by the visual
proximity.

In [14] authors presents a procedure to convert a TCP
flows to connection vectors and a traffic generator called
TMIX which is able to produce synthetic traffic based on
these vectors. Firstly, the paper validates the model behind

the generator by comparing the Application Data Unit (ADU)
distribution of two live measurements to the corresponding
synthetic. Secondly, the output of TMIX is validated by the
following metrics: throughput, Round Trip Time (RTT) and
flow size distributions, time series of active connections and
scaling properties [21]. However, there is no quantitative
comparison between the presented statistics, authors only state
that there are good match between the values.

LiTGen [15] is also generator which can reproduce aggre-
gated application (web, mail and P2P) traffic based on real
measurement by extracting parameters such as session and
object characteristics. Authors present the necessity of setting
correlating between the number of packets and their inter-
arrival time in an object for catching traffic burstiness in a
more precise way. LiTGen is validated by two kind of metrics:
wavelet based analysis for scaling behavior of the packet
arrival process and queuing model fitting for performance
characteristics. Although the presented plots show close visual
match between the original and synthetic traces there is no
further interpretation given.

In [16] Botta et al. presents a comprehensive study on the
requirements of a suitable network workload generator. In
addition, authors present the functions of the D-ITG traffic
generator which is able to satisfy the conditions given above.
The synthetic packet generation mode of the tool uses Hidden
Markov Model approach for modeling the Inter Packet Time
(IPT) and Packet Size (PS) sequence. Thus, in the paper the
distribution of the IPT and PS values along with the throughput
are compared between multiple real measurements and the
corresponding generated trace. As in the previous examples,
the validation of D-ITG lacks of quantitative comparison of
the presented metrics.

E. Special Scenario Generators

These traffic generators usually represents specific type
of network conditions thus they often offer unique metric
techniques for the given scenario. For example, EAR [17]
describes a method for transferring a packet-level capture into
a sequence of events that follows the IEEE 802.11 protocol.
Authors propose a quantitative metric, so called the event
reproduction ratio to evaluate their methodology. This metrics
is specific for WLAN environment thus it can not be used in
any other network scenario for metric purposes.

Similar cases can be found in [18] and [19] where gen-
eration methods are presented for only WWW and YouTube
traffic, respectively. In [18] authors validate their tool, called
LiTGen by web specific metrics such as request frequency or
document size distributions. In case of YouTube traffic in [19]
authors focus on proxy cache based characteristics.

Another unique example is presented in [20] where a
method is described for transforming network protocols into
so called Traffic Dispersion Graphs. Authors give a technique
for generation traffic by flow graph templates. Then the actual
evaluation process is based on graph based metrics like degree
distribution, connected edges and verticals.
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TABLE II: Metrics Used for Validating Traffic Generators

Metric Category Metric Used in Validation of Traffic Generator

Packet-Level Metrics
Byte Throughput BRUTE, BRUNO, KUTE, HARPOON, TMIX, D-ITG
Packet Size Distribution HARPOON, D-ITG
Inter Packet Time Distribution TCPreplay, Divide and Conquer, BRUNO, KUTE, D-ITG

Flow-Level Metrics
Flow Size Distribution HARPOON, TMIX
Flow Volume HARPOON

Scaling Characteristics
Logscale diagram Divide and Conquer, HARPOON, SWING, TMIX, LiTGen
Multiscale diagram -

QoS/QoE Related Metrics
Queueing Behavior LiTGen
Round Trip Time Distribution HARPOON, TMIX

III. METRIC CATEGORIES

In this section we present a categorization of the most
widely used network traffic metrics found in the literature of
traffic generators along with the importance and virtue of their
usage. Table II contains a brief overview of this section.

A. Packet Based Metrics

Packet based metrics are the most basic representations of
traffic streams thus they are widely used in the validation
process of traffic generators. The most common gauge is the
time series of traffic amount which we refer as throughput.
Throughput can be measured in both byte and packet basis
and difference is between the two methods can be expressed
by Packet Sizes (PS). Due to the complex structure of network
traffic, throughput usually presented in several time scales
(minutes to hours). For instance in [12] authors show that
HARPOON can follow the diurnal nature of real traffic. As
Table II shows byte throughput is the most frequent metric
used during the validation process of traffic generators.

The other basic, packet-level attribute of network traffic
are time difference between successive packets, commonly
referred as Inter Packet Times2 (IPT). IPT values can reveal
more about the short term behavior of a traffic stream than
throughput, though a simple empirical distribution is unable
to unveil second order characteristics like burstiness or cor-
relation (such methods are presented in Subsection III-C).
However, calculating the distribution of IPT is considered as
a basic validation technique and used in many cases in the
literature (see Table II for examples).

Although there are other packet-level metrics we consider
the following three methods essential in validating a traffic
generator: (1) byte throughput, (2) packet size distribution,
(3) inter packet time distribution.

B. Flow Based Metrics

Flow based metrics are higher level characteristics about a
traffic stream since they consider Layer 3 and 4 information.
Today many network elements are capable of flow based
operation, for instance open-flow devices or traffic classifica-
tion tools. Even though many traffic generators are unable to

2In the literature Inter Departure Time (IDT) and Inter Arrival Time (IAT)
are also common denominations depending on the prospective of sender or
receiver side, respectively.

represent realistic flow statistics, a high-level emulator (those
presented in Subsection II-D) should be validated by such
aspects.

As on operational point of view we consider two metrics
relevant in this category. The volume of flows are in direct
correlation with the number of instances a flow based device
should run simultaneously, while the sizes of flows determine
the length of a given instance. Such metrics are only accounted
in the validation of HARPOON and TMIX.

C. Scaling Characteristics
Second order characteristics are responsible for the complex

nature of network traffic like burstiness or long-range depen-
dence. Due to the non-stationary property of live traffic classic
second order metrics (for instance auto-correlation function
or indexes of dispersion) are hardly useable for this purpose.
However, over the past decades wavelet based analysis became
an efficient way of unveiling the inherent correlation, burst and
scaling structure of network traffic even in the presence of non-
stationary effects [21]. As confirmation, we have found many
examples in the literature where authors used this technique
to validate their traffic generator tool (see Table II).

Recent studies showed that in some cases simple mono-
fractal methods (e.g. logscale diagram) are unable to capture
the scaling characteristics of network traffic so the use of
multi-fractal models is needed (e.g. multiscale diagram) [21].
To investigate this phenomenon of live traffic multi-scale anal-
ysis was proposed [21]. However, we found that the literature
lacks using muli-scaling analysis during the validation of
traffic generators.

D. QoS/QoE Related Metrics
Quality of Service (QoS) or Quality of Experience (QoE)

are important quality metrics often used and investigated.
There is a need that a realistic workload generation should
result in similar QoS/QoE based characteristics as live mea-
surement results. An extensive study about QoS metrics can
be found in [22]. However, as a traffic generator point of view
end-to-end metrics such as one-way-delay, one-way-delay
variation or route can not be measured. Thus we found two
relevant metrics which appeared in validation methodologies.
RTT values were presented in both HARPOON and TMIX,
and queuing model fitting was presented in LiTGen for estima-
tion of average waiting time and queue size parameters. These
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metrics show an important practical view of the generated
traffic therefore we consider them very relevant in a validation
process. However, as the recent literature shows this aspect is
seldom used and applied for validation goals.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we highlighted that there is no consensus in
the research community how to validate traffic generators. A
wide range of metrics are used in the state of the art solutions
making it nearly impossible to compare different results and
generators. We also found that validation processes lack of any
kind of quantitative comparisons of different statistics, usually
only the statement of visual proximity of different curves
is presented. Moreover, we also found that some relevant
aspects of traffic characteristics (e.g. multi-scaling properties)
are completely excluded from the evaluation and validation
of recent traffic generators. To overcome this problem we
advocate research to find a common set of metrics that can be
used for comparison and validation purposes of traffic gener-
ators and emulators. As a starting point we presented in Table
II those metrics that are most frequently used and contain
the most relevant information for validation. We think that a
common set of these metrics or metrics derived from these
characteristics could be good candidates for comparisons.

We also note that traffic generation is not a final goal but
rather a tool to use for device testings (e.g., DPI), designing
network devices (e.g., router memory) or performance evalu-
ation and management of networks.

For example, DPI engines can be tested in terms of recog-
nition accuracy, completeness and performance as well. To
make it possible to test the completeness of recognition a
generated traffic has to contain a wide range of protocols.
This is the most difficult to provide as it means that plenty of
applications should be incorporated into the test trace. To test
DPI accuracy plenty of traffic of a certain protocol has to be
fed to the DPI system to check the traffic coverage of the DPI
signature. Moreover, the false positive ratio has to be checked
if the DPI signature of a certain application is tested against
other applications. During performance testing the DPI system
needs a high data load, with high number of users, flows and
various packet sizes.

Taking another example of designing router memory the
queueing-related performance metrics are the most relevant
characteristics that must be captured. Different traffic char-
acteristics have different effect on such queueing behavior. In
recent network measurements the complex scaling nature with
strong correlation of the traffic including fractal characteristics
can be dominant. These characteristics on the time-scale
relevant for packet buffering in router memories should be
studied to find a good metric for this purpose. In addition, the
effect of Active Queue Management (AQM) methods with the
interaction of different protocols are also among the factors
that have significant effect on such metrics.

Therefore, the final goal must always determine which
metrics are really important and relevant for a given purpose.
This aspect must be also deeply investigated and included in

the common set of metrics which can be used by the whole
research community as an agreed and accepted metric set.

Our future research will address the comprehensive evalua-
tion of these metrics from the above point of views.
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